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Abstract
ll

Driven in parallel by technological needs and basic sciences and engineering’s inquisitiveness, there has been an explosion in the 
development of new materials over the last decades, especially in the nanoscale regime. Interface, an unforgettable topic, has attracted 
more and more attention in the functional materials research and active device fabrication.  It plays a key role in controlling the physical 
properties of advanced materials and result in the discovery of various new phenomena with an excellent opportunity for developing 
new materials for active nanostructures and their engineered nanosystems.  We have focused on the systematic investigation of interface 
effects on highly epitaxial functional oxide thin films and have achieved many excellent results.  For instance, we have achieved an 
extremely high dielectric tenability of 80% from highly epitaxial ferroelectric Mn:(Ba,Sr)TiO3 thin films, strong anisotropic phenomena 
in highly epitaxial (Pb,Sr)TiO3, a new record of giant magnetoresistance ratio of 1010 from artificial domain structural epitaxial 
(La,Ca)MnO3 thin films, the interface-controlled oxide nanorod/ribbon highly epitaxial thin films, and many other results.  A series of 
models were developed to understand these interface phenomena.  Details will be presented in the talk.
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